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President’s Message
The 110th Anniversary Alpine Tour
will occur in 2023. This event
celebrates the 1913 Alpine Trial,
also known as the 1913 Alpenfahrt.
What is so important about this
event 109 years ago? I have been
collecting and driving Rolls-Royce
cars for almost 40 years. I have read
and heard so many stories about Silver Ghosts being the “Best
Car in the World.” I just took it for granted and forgot about
what really happened. So I searched the Internet about the
Alpine Tour and found MYAUTOWORLD.COM. I am quoting
from that website. Here are some highlights:
“The years leading up to the 1913 Alpine Trials saw RollsRoyce win an enviable reputation for quality and reliability…
These endeavors won it the accolade, the ‘Best British Car.’
However, following the events of the summer of 1913 the RollsRoyce Silver Ghost would be known simply as “The Best Car
in the World.”
An advertisement by Rolls-Royce in the Autocar July 12th,
1913 covered the Alpine Trial.
Four Rolls-Royce competed - climbing 19 Alpine passes
and completing 1,654 miles.
“On all the big mountain passes the four Rolls-Royce cars
ascended at regular intervals close to one another far ahead of
all the other cars. They were admittedly by far the fastest cars
in the contest. None of the Rolls-Royce cars had any involuntary
stops on the road throughout the tour.”
Well, that sure is a great story about our wonderful Silver
Ghosts. They certainly are the best touring car today and back
in 1913 they were “The Best Car in the World.” I have never
been on an Alpine Tour and I really want to go in 2023.
In trying to figure out the SGA’s role in an Alpine Tour in
2023, I have talked to many of our members and others about
planning our own Alpine Tour. However there are already two
clubs in England that are planning an Alpine Tour for 2023.
The 20 Ghost Club is planning one in June 2023 that is for
their members only.
The other is The Silver Ghost Registry that is planning
one in May 2023. They are offering our SGA members to join
their tour.
After much discussion, I feel that there are not enough
interested members for the SGA to plan its own tour. Both Clubs
have told me they will have room for Americans to join their
tour. Many of our members are also members of the 20 Ghost
Club. Please look for announcements in the coming months
for these tours.
We have other tours planned for 2023, so please see our
list of activities.
I want to thank the many members who are tour leaders,
seminar leaders and authors of articles in The Tourer this past
year. All of you make the SGA the awesome club that it is.

Front Cover Photo: S106MK – 1925 RRCCW Tilbury
Special. Bill Kennedy – owner. Photo by Gil Fuqua

Jon Leimkuehler
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Wholly Ghost Tour of Virginia – October 2021

Photo by Joan Hultgren

By Gil Fuqua – TN

A

lex Joyce stepped up to host the 2021 Wholly Ghost
Tour and scheduled it for mid-October to take
advantage of the Fall colors in the mountains of
Virginia, and hopefully after COVID infections had subsided
from earlier in the year. Alex dubbed it the “PPE Tour” for Post
Pandemic Excursion. As we all know, that designation was
premature; however, the tour proceeded with extra precautions
to protect participants.
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SGA members had been house bound and prevented from
touring for over a year. This was the chance to get out of the
house and on the road. Initially, 37 cars were signed up for the
tour, but as the deadline approached, a number dropped out
due to an abundance of caution in hope of attending a future
tour during more normal times. (They are still waiting.) Some
registrants also dropped out due to the tour requirements for
vaccinations and masks. The tour proceeded with 21 Silver
Ghosts and 40 participants for a 14-day excursion across the
Commonwealth of Virginia and a brief foray across the state
line into West Virginia and Maryland.
The tour started in Orange, VA at the Round Hill Inn, a
comfortable lodge perched atop a round knoll on the edge of
town. Silver Ghosts began to arrive on Sunday, October 10th,
under their own power (Amy Petronis-Rand in 49HG, Bill
Kennedy and Carol Donovan in S106MK, Doug and Mary
White in S263PL and Kurt and Heather Furger in the White’s
29LK). The rest arrived by truck or transport ready for the
opening dinner and orientation. Alex had chosen the Round Hill

Inn since it was close to his prep school, Woodberry Forest, that
was just down the road and provided secure trailer parking for
the two weeks of the tour. It was also centrally located, allowing
our tour to wander across Virginia in our Ghosts and conclude
in a convenient location.
Our group assembled in the hotel’s conference room for
restoration hour on Sunday evening, followed by a catered
dinner at the hotel and an introduction and orientation from
Alex about the next two weeks of touring. We also received
a detailed set of driving instructions that was loaded with
interesting tidbits of history about the places we were visiting.
There were suggestions for optional points of interest (Dinosaur
Land and Luray Caverns), and recommendations for great
places to eat. Despite the pandemic, the WGT still required
food and petrol to complete each day!
The Silver Ghosts on the tour ranged from John Dolan’s
60756, the earliest Ghost, a 1908 vintage, to Mike Zeigler’s
S210ML, a 1926 Oxford Tourer, one of the latest models
on the tour. This was Mike’s first tour in S210ML since
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The SGA tour through Virginia featured miles of quiet country
roads along with some mountain climbing in Silver Ghosts.

Mary and Doug White with S263PL getting ready for the SGA
panoramic photo at Berry Hill Resort.

it was recently acquired from Rudy and Elaine Rosales.
Bill Kennedy arrived in S106MK, a 1925 Tilbury Special.
Bill had just completed a full restoration of S106MK and this
was the car’s maiden voyage. He drove the newly rebuilt car
785 miles from his hometown in Illinois, about 1,350 miles on
the tour and returned home for a total of almost 3,000 miles.
The rest of the Silver Ghosts on the tour were veterans of
previous Wholly Ghost Tours.

Day 1 – Orange, VA and vicinity – 96 miles

Our group left early on Monday morning (too early for
some – note future tour organizers) for the opening breakfast
at Graves Mountain Lodge, an orientation about the area from
a local historian, and to pick up box lunches for later in the day.
No one missed this early morning start since two meals were at
risk! Alex designed the day so that we never wandered too far
from the Round Hill Inn in case of troubles, while also packing
in a great day of touring and sight seeing.

Photo by kurt Furger

The first morning’s run included
a shallow river crossing. Matt
Armstrong at the wheel of 74AU
kicking up water mid-stream with
25AE following on the opposite bank.
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We were scheduled to arrive at Graves Mountain Lodge
at 8:30 for breakfast. The tour book noted that it was about a
60-70 minute drive from the Round Hill Inn for a total of 26
miles. My internal math on mileage in a Ghost did not match
up with the estimated time.
It did not take long to figure out the time allotted for driving.
In our first 17 miles, the directions note that you are about
to traverse two of the three “toughest driving sections of the
whole tour…Please take it easy, for safety, and use 1st and 2nd
gears.” The cautions continue to escalate. “One marked section
ABSOLUTELY must be taken at a slow walking pace.” We
also had our first water crossing – a low level spillway across
a wide and shallow river. So much for making up time if you
are running late for breakfast.
The driving directions were excellent and explicit, and scary
at times:

LEFT turn onto 650, OAK GROVE ROAD
NOTE on the right, a tree with gnarled & twisted base, then
NOTE on the left a metal gate – then, slow to less than
walking speed and, trust me, angle down and
RIGHT into what seems to be a drop into nowhere.

By the time we arrived for breakfast, we all knew what an
“Alex Road” was, and what to expect for the next two weeks.
It was a great adventure and driving experience. It was also
an excellent test for brakes if you were considering a future
Alpine tour.
Steve Moorman joined our group for three days of Ghost
touring as a rider. He recently acquired 341LF, a 1924 Pall Mall,
that was being painted while we were on tour. After riding
with me the first morning, he commented something about my
aggressive style of driving, and that was before he joined Don
Wathne on Day 2 and Alex Joyce on Day 3. We look forward
to Steve joining us on a future tour in 341LF.

Photo by Gil Fuqua

“Virginia is for Lovers” is the iconic slogan for
Virginia. The “LOVEwork” signs are featured
across the Commonwealth, including this sign
at James Madison’s Montpelier.
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After 26.3 miles, we arrived for breakfast….finally! It
was worth the trip for the expansive buffet breakfast and the
talk provided by Richard Barnhardt about Madison County.
After picking up our box lunches, we headed to E. A. Clore &
Sons, a cabinetmaker’s shop that was launched in 1830. While
at Clore’s facility, we had the opportunity to peek into the
factory and tour the showroom that was loaded with hardwood
furniture. Alex noted that most of the furniture that populated
Woodberry Forest was made by E.A. Clore and that it was “nigh
on indestructible.” Alex had the experience as both a student
at Woodberry and later as a teacher. He witnessed how about
400 boys from 14-19 years old can wreak havoc.
After breakfast, we headed out to Montpelier, James
Madison’s plantation house. Madison was the fourth President
of the United States and was known as the “Father of the
Constitution.” He spoke or read five languages and was also
known for his keen intellect.

The tour guides for Madison’s home provided great insight
into Madison as a gentleman, scholar and politician; history of
his home and his upbringing in Virginia. Montpelier was later
purchased by Marion duPont Scott, who added a huge horse
track to the property. Scott subsequently donated the property
to the National Trust for Historic Preservation, but the racetrack
still serves as the venue for the annual Montpelier Hunt Races.
Our guide noted that President George Washington asked
Madison to write his speech for the first State of the Union
address to Congress. Not only was the speech successful, but
the opposition party sought out the best person to respond on
their behalf and asked Madison to write the reply to the speech.
Madison also had the final word when he wrote Washington’s
reply to the opposition party.
From Montpelier, we took a detour through the Woodberry
Forest property, a sprawling campus of 1,200 acres that was
founded in 1889. It’s a magnificent campus with acres of sports

Top: An overview of the SGA Virginia Tour was signed by all
participants as a memento for Alex Joyce as a thank you for
his leadership in hosting the tour.
Left: Farmville was excited to host the SGA tour and we
merited a front-page story in The Farmville Herald that
highlighted some of the Silver Ghosts on the tour and
information about the SGA.
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fields, including a nine-hole golf course, all for about 400
privileged young men in grades nine through twelve.
We returned to the Round Hill Inn for restoration hour,
entertainment by the Duke Merrick Band on the patio, and
another catered dinner at the hotel.

From Saylors Creek, we drove another 10 miles across the
Appomattox River and entered Farmville for a two-night stay at
Hotel Weyanoke. We parked on a large lot adjacent to the hotel
where a few tourers began to service their cars, repair tires, or
head for restoration hour on the rooftop hotel bar. The Catbird
bar provided a grand view of Farmville and was followed by a
group dinner in the excellent hotel restaurant.

Day 2 – Orange, VA to Farmville, VA – 110 miles

Photo by Dominique Delbeke

We headed out on the second day to Gordonsville in search
of breakfast and box lunches made for our group. Alex arranged
for the merchants on Main Street to open early to welcome
Silver Ghost tourists. Due to the early hour, we had easy parking
on Main Street and time to wander through the stores.
We headed out from Gordonsville and navigated off the
main road to Indian Creek Road. This provided a way to cross
Indian Creek Bridge, a 1922 era bridge that features a polygonal
Warren Pony Truss construction. Our tour group of 21 Silver
Ghosts increased the average traffic across the bridge by a
significant amount that day.
We later crossed the James River and turned on to another
side road to cross over Fowlkes Bridge, a 1900 era Pratt Through
Truss bridge that sees an average of 220 crossings per day. It
also marked the start of a 2.8-mile dirt road – warning to drive
slowly to avoid kicking up dust!
We emerged on to a paved road headed to Saylors Creek
Road Battlefield Park – our first of many stops tied to the Civil
War. It’s the site of one of the final battles of the war where
nearly a quarter of General Robert E. Lee’s army was killed,
wounded or captured. If the battle had turned in Lee’s favor,
he might have joined forces with General Johnson’s large army
that was nearby, and the war might have ended differently. Lee
lost at Saylors Creek and three days later he surrendered at
Appomattox Courthouse.
The tour book included an optional 15-mile tour around
the battlefield. Many of us stopped at the park headquarters
to tour the interpretative center and enjoy our box lunches on
the picnic tables outside. The weather was mild and we had no
rain on the tour until one of the last days.

Day 3- Farmville to Schuyler and
Walton’s Mountain – 115 miles

Photo by Kurt Furger

Schuyler is the soapstone capital of the world. The town was
so prosperous in 1920 that they had an electric streetcar network
for the town’s 3,335 citizens. The population today is about 240.
Schuyler is also home to Walton’s Mountain Museum. The
museum is located in the old community school building and
includes memorabilia about the Walton family – as in John Boy
Walton of TV fame.

Photo by Gil Fuqua

Top: The Farmville, VA Chief of Police joined Danni Suskin in
S175MK for a ride through town.
Left: The text on the top of the GPS highlights the quality of
roads on the SGA Virginia tour – Beautiful Run Rd ahead.
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The Virginia tour included a number of detours
from the main roads to cross over back country
bridges. In one case, our 21 Silver Ghosts
increased the daily traffic count by about 50%
for one bridge. The photo shows the Staunton
River bridge that is featured on the tour tag
that Alex Joyce presented to each participant
of the SGA Virginia tour.
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Silver Ghosts arrived at Berry Hill Resort and lined up on
the grand circular driveway in front of the mansion. Bill
Kennedy set up his panorama camera to take the tour
photograph and graciously sent a large panorama photo
to all participants following the tour.
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We continued to Shipman and the tour book directed us to
turn off a main road to cross over Edwards Branch Bridge, a
pin-connected Pratt Through Truss bridge dating to 1882. The
normal traffic flow across the Edwards bridge is about 50 cars
a day. Note – the bridge is 139 years old and a Silver Ghost
weighs over 5,000 pounds. Proceed with caution!
We drove along the James River through prime farmland
that attracted the early colonial settlers to this area. We returned
to Farmville and a stop at a local pub for a beer tasting and late
lunch. The afternoon was free and provided time to catch up
on maintenance.
While working on the cars, we noticed an unmarked police
car cruising through the lot, slowing down to look at particular
cars. We greeted the officer and realized that he was Farmville’s
Chief of Police. Danni Suskin enticed him for a ride in his Pall
Mall Tourer. The expected short ride around the block turned
out to be an extended tour around Farmville with the Chief
taking in the full Ghostly experience.
The hotel’s parking lot was also within sight of the local
newspaper and a reporter took notice of all the Silver Ghosts
in town. They dispatched a photographer and a reporter to
cover the story. Our cars were featured in a front-page article
in The Farmville Herald that ran in the paper the day after our
group left town.
Day 4 – Farmville to South Boston – 117 miles

Alex provided a tour book and a map to each navigator.
We found that each day’s route was color coded on the maps
to show the route each day. Today was the yellow route as we
drove to Appomattox Courthouse for our first stop.
The park guides and interpretative displays at Appomattox
highlighted the closing days of the Civil War that started with
Lee’s surrender. Appomattox is a national park and includes
the courthouse, a number of other buildings and the McLean
House where the actual surrender took place.

We left the Civil War era and stepped back in time to Red
Hill, Patrick Henry’s home. Henry was a member of the First
and Second Continental Congress and is known for his fiery
speech that included “give me liberty or give me death!” He
was also the founder of Hampden-Sydney College and five-time
Governor of the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Leaving by Patrick Henry Road, we headed to Staunton
River Battlefield State Park and jumped forward to the Civil
War era. We walked the old railroad right-of-way to the spot
where a wooden covered bridge once crossed the Staunton
River. The bridge was replaced in 1900 with an iron bridge that
is featured on the SGA Tour Tags. Note – Alex clearly likes
bridges. We have already crossed three bridges that were off
the beaten track and provided with their construction details
– more to come.
It’s another 25 miles to the Berry Hill Resort and a grand
home that served as the backdrop for our SGA group picture.
The home features a large circular driveway in front of the
mansion with Doric columns and provided a perfect setting
for the panoramic group picture made by Bill Kennedy. The
photo was followed by restoration hour in the grand halls of
Berry Hill.
Jon Leimkuehler was joined on the tour by Nancy Barsotti
at the Berry Hill Inn. She swapped out with Aaron Leimkuehler,
Jon’s son, who had been his passenger and co-driver for the first
part of the tour.
We joined others for dinner in one of the formal rooms at
Berry Hill. Two additional guests showed up at dinner for Linda
Suskin’s birthday, sons Zaev and Adam. Zaev had flown in
from Oklahoma and Adam from New York. Their arrival was
unexpected and a great surprise for Linda who had not seen
her sons for some time due to COVID.

Photo by Gil Fuqua

The D-Day memorial is located in
Bedford, VA and is run by the National
Park Service. It features a tableau that
depicts GI’s storming the beaches.
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Top: Silver Ghosts followed our tour guide through the
Antietam National Battlefield.

Photo by Gil Fuqua

Right: Kurt and Heather Furger in 29LK.

Day 5 – South Boston to Jefferson’s Poplar Forest
and Lynchburg – 156 miles

Our morning’s drive was an 85-mile run to Poplar Forest.
The property is known as “Jefferson’s Jewel” and was his
private retreat from his larger estate at Monticello. Lynchburg
was only a short drive from Poplar Forest and a great place for
lunch. It’s situated on the banks of the James River and was
one of the largest tobacco markets in the U.S.
The return trip to Berry Hill was mostly on US-501 and an
easy drive to complete the day’s tour.
Day 6 – Maintenance Day

We had a whole day off to work on cars, take in the spa or
just relax. Bill Kennedy took the opportunity to replace the
tubes in all four tires. He had constant problems with the old
tubes he used for the trip. They were the only ones available
due to significant supply chain issues. I realized that I had four
new tubes of the right size at home and had them shipped to
the hotel. They worked as solid replacements and Bill returned
home with no more tire issues. I heard that the tubes are still on
back order five months after the tour concluded. Even COVID
slowed down some of our old cars. If you are considering the
purchase of new tubes or tires – you may have issues of timely
delivery for the near future.
Alex had arranged for our group to drive to South Boston
Racetrack for an evening of hot dogs and fast cars on the oval
track. Some of our crew ventured out for the evening and others
took in dinner and drinks at the hotel for a quieter evening.

Day 7 – South Boston to the D-Day Memorial and then
to Hot Springs – 178 miles

This was our longest driving day and we headed out early.
Our main stop was at the D-Day Memorial, near the town of
Bedford. It was a moving experience to walk through the site
that is a national memorial for American D-Day veterans and
Allied Forces on D-Day, June 6, 1944. The memorial includes
an invasion tableau and victory arch symbolically recreating the
D-Day journey from planning, to battle and to victory.
Our group gathered for a late lunch at a local Italian
restaurant and were then off for another 70 miles of driving
through the Virginia mountains and the Blue Ridge Parkway
toward the famous Homestead Hotel. We arrived to find the
hotel surrounded by flowers still in bloom in late October.
I barely made it up the last part of the mountain to The
Homestead due to carburation issues. I had swapped the air
valve in my car prior to the trip due to the original valve coming
unsoldered at the top. I thought the quick repair was to swap
air valves, but this proved to be folly since the placement of
the penny washer was at a different height and significantly
affected driving under load – like on a long mountain climb.
After much twiddling with the carb settings the next day under
the expert hands of Bill Kennedy, the car ran perfectly. It was
running too rich, and my gas mileage doubled after the carb
adjustment. All good!
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All photos by Gil Fuqua

60756 – 1908 Wilkinson Roi-des-Belges –
John & Denise Dolan

S307PL – 1926 Fleetwood Sports Tourer –
Karl Zoller & Marie Novak

S210ML – 1926 RRCCW Oxford Tourer –
Mike & Nancy Ziegler

25AE – 1920 Hooper Open Tourer–
Lance & Joan Hultgren

327KG – 1923 New Haven Oxford Tourer – Gary & Sheryl Hunter

286KG – 1922 RRCCW Piccadilly Roadster – Dave & Scott Browne

74AU – 1924 Windovers Open Tourer – Jim & Penny Armstrong

20UB – 1914 Penny-Barker Tourer – Alan & LaDel Clendenen
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S263PL – 1926 RRCCW Special Salamanca –
Doug & Mary White

S106MK – 1925 RRCCW Tilbury Special –
Bill Kennedy & Carol Donovan

S168MK – 1925 Playboy Roadster –
Jon & Aaron Leimkuehler, Nancy Barsotti

S387RK – 1925 RRCCW Buckingham Limousine –
Wendell Smith & Jan Yarbrough

342XH – 1923 Stratford Coupe – Gilles Laviolette & Valerie Carew

38MA – 1914 Littin & Son Tourer – Don Wathne

40PG – 1922 H.J. Mulliner Torpedo Tourer – Alex Joyce

67JH – 1923 RRCCW Pall Mall – Gil Fuqua
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29LK – 1923 Barker Style Tourer –
Kurt & Heather Furger

63AG – 1921 Locke Open Tourer –
Twister & Sue Stroman

49HG – 1922 Replica Barker Tourer –
Amy Petronis-Rand

S175MK – 1925 RRCCW Pall Mall –
Danni & Linda Suskin

15LB – 1914 Brewster Tourer –
Dan & Roseann Gernatt

Gravel roads and one-lane country
bridges were some of the features
of “Alex Roads” on the Virginia tour.
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Day 8 – Gentle Highland Country Driving Day –
107 miles

Day 9 – Hot Springs to Staunton – 125 miles

We left Hot Springs on Tuesday morning headed for
Staunton for a two-night stay. Since we were coming out of
the mountains that we had climbed to arrive at The Homestead,
we were provided ample opportunity to try lower gears and our
brakes on the way down. There was one four-mile downgrade
and we were warned to STAY IN LOW GEAR for the first
1.5 miles.
After passing Fort Lewis, we turned on to the Parkersburg
Turnpike for a 19-mile drive that went by smoothly. The road
was completed in 1849 and reduced the time for the journey
through the mountains to Staunton on the Ohio River. After
the turnpike, we were diverted through a section of winding
gravel road to give us a taste of pre-turnpike days. We exited
the gravel road and headed through Raphine on our way to the
Shenandoah Valley Research & Extension Center. It is also
home to the Cyrus McCormick Farm.
This was an unexpected treat to see a working grist mill
and finely detailed replicas of McCormick’s early reaping
machines. The area also included an interpretive walking trail.
From McCormick’s Farm, it was about 30 miles to our hotel
in Staunton.
We had two nights in Staunton to dine at local restaurants
after our traditional restoration hour in the late afternoon.
There were a number of excellent restaurants within walking
distance of the hotel. We joined Dave Browne and his family for
a mini-reunion at a restaurant near the hotel. Dave was joined
by his son, Scott, on the tour and the family rendezvoused in
Staunton with Rose and Christa, Scott’s wife. It was Christa’s
birthday, and we had a great celebration. Thank you Brownes
for allowing us to join your dinner!

Photo by Gil Fuqua

We had an easy 52-mile drive to Brian Richardson’s farm
in Blue Grass, VA for a Virginia BBQ lunch. Brian is a local
attorney and vintage motorcycle enthusiast and opened his
farm to welcome our group. We arrived at the farm and were
directed up a long hill behind the barn for parking at the top.
It was a magnificent view, but a bit of a walk back to the barn
for the catered lunch.
A local BBQ expert provided a huge spread of pork and
chicken with all the fixins for lunch. It was a mouth-watering
feast if you weren’t a vegetarian – oops – the caterers did not
think of that. Mrs. Richardson graciously scrambled through her
kitchen to pull together a delicious meal for the non-meat eaters.
A local TV reporter showed up to film and interview our
group. Mrs. Richardson also brought out her drone to cover
our day’s events. Someone quipped after the event a possible
comment from the Richardson family. “Can you imagine?
We hosted 21 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghosts at the farm and four
vegetarians too! It was unbelievable.”
Our return to Hot Springs was through rolling hill country
that included many sheep farms. We also passed through an
area that included a hydro-electric generation complex that
was a bit unique. Water flowed from lakes at the top of the hill
through six generators with 3,003 megawatts of capacity into
a lake down the hill. At night, they pumped the water back to
the top lake to start the process again. The system was installed
to meet peak power demands during the day. It is the second
largest such facility in the world.
There was no planned event for the evening and many
took the opportunity to sample the various restaurants in The
Homestead, or go into Hot Springs for dinner.
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Photo by Mary White

The bridge over the Potomac River
conveyed our tour from the Bavarian Inn in
Shepherdstown, WV to Maryland for our tour
of the Antietam National Battlefield.

Day 10 – SGA Meeting and Visit Staunton

Wednesday was a free day in Staunton. Some headed off
to visit Woodrow Wilson’s home in Staunton, some relaxed
while the intrepid went shopping. (Note – Wilson was 28th
President of the US and also owned a 1923 Silver Ghost Oxford
Tourer, 80JH).
An SGA board meeting was held in the morning with a
surprising number of fellow tourers joining in the discussions.
This was followed by a technical presentation by Bill Kennedy .
This day marked a first in the history of the SGA. We
had a planned visit to a middle school in Waynesboro and we
played hosts to about 700 students from the sixth through eighth
grades. We came to Kate Collins Middle School as a result of
a friendship that Alex had with one of the teachers.
The morning was a lot of fun for the kids and fellow
Ghosters. The kids were very polite as we told them about our
cars, let them crawl in and grab the steering wheel and peer
under the bonnet. Some of the kids were enthusiastic about
the Silver Ghosts and some were enthusiastic about the break
from class. Pandemonium broke out when they discovered
that Silver Ghosts had ahooga horns. I think for many, that was
the highlight of the visit. Note for future such events – bring
more horns!
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Day 11 – Staunton to Luray – 102 miles

Shepherd University was celebrating their homecoming when our tour arrived in Shepherdstown,
WV. Dominique Delbeke encountered the school’s
mascot, a Dorset ram named J.C., named after the
school’s President Mary J.C. Hendrix.

We left Kate Collins Middle School and headed for Skyline
Drive North, a parkway managed by the National Park Service.
We travelled about 75 miles on the parkway and many stopped
at the guest center midway for lunch. It was a beautifully
maintained road that wound lazily through the mountains and
through several long mountain tunnels. There were many great
overlooks and vistas to enjoy along the way.
We arrived in Luray in the afternoon and some took the
opportunity to walk into town, catch up on rest, or visit Luray
Caverns. The town of Luray featured a number of murals
on the walls of buildings, as did the large wall in the hotel’s
dining room. We had our restoration hour in the hotel’s bar and
gathered for dinner later that night.
Day 12 – Luray to Shepherdstown, WV – 84 miles

We had an estimated three-hour drive to Shepherdstown
and took the opportunity to visit Luray Caverns in the morning.
The Luray complex includes miles of cool underground caverns
to explore on a self-guided tour, a car and carriage museum
and a toy museum. The caverns include a cathedral sized room
with ceilings that rose 10-stories high. It appeared that Luray
Caverns was normally a very busy place based on the size of
the parking lot, but COVID had clearly dampened their business
the morning we visited.
The cave was interesting, but the car museum was surprising
for its contents. They crammed a number of cars and early
carriages into the museum. Many of them were very early cars
to the delight of the London-to-Brighton aficionados. They also
had three Rolls-Royce cars, including two Springfield Silver
Ghosts and a 20/25.

We left Luray and headed up a narrow mountain road
with lots of sharp twists and turns – another ‘Alex Road’. The
steering on my 1923 Pall Mall is agile and was easy to steer
through the turns. One of our fellow tourers struggled through
the curves due to his steering binding – see accompanying
technical article. As with most mountain roads, we crested the
top and headed down. It seemed that the descent was greater
than our climb, especially for one hairpin turn where the speed
limit dropped to 5 MPH.
At the bottom on the mountain, we entered a lovely valley
and toured across a nice road that followed a meandering river
for miles. We passed several large horse trailers in the opposite
lane, one of which went too far over the line and clipped the
front wheel of Don Wathne’s Ghost. Don and his passenger were
not injured, but the car sustained a bent front axle. He completed
the day’s ride to Shepherdstown in a wrecker.

Our Silver Ghost tour spent a morning at Kate Collins
Middle School. We were visited by about 700 students who
surrounded our cars. One of the great treats was to honk an
Ahooga horn.

The D-Day Memorial features many elements that played
a role in the invasion of Omaha Beach, including a landing
craft, water obstacles and soldiers crawling out of the water
on to the beach.
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All photos Gil Fuqua

Top left: Antietam National Battlefield featured a
number of monuments erected in honor of soldiers
who fought on both sides of the bloodiest battle of
the Civil War.

We arrived in Shepherdstown on homecoming day for
Shepherd University. The town was swarming with college
kids and alums. We were fortunate to have secured lodging in
the town for the weekend.
Our host hotel was the Bavarian Inn. It was situated on the
banks of the Potomac River and within sight of the bridge to
Maryland that would take us to the Antietam Battlefield the
next day.

Top right: A Civil War era cannon stands watch
over the Antietam National Cemetery. The
cemetery includes the remains of Union soldiers
who fought in the battle.
Bottom right: Alex Joyce hired a private tour guide
for our group. He brought the battle of Antietam to
life with his vivid descriptions and stories about the
battle and the soldiers that fought on that day.

Day 13 – Antietam Battlefield tour – 60 miles

We started the day with a group breakfast at the Bavarian
Inn and then crossed the Potomac and headed for the visitor
center at the Antietam National Battlefield, another wonderfully
maintained national park. Alex had arranged for a private tour
guide to take us through the expansive battlefield and through
the historic events that transpired on September 17, 1862. It was
hard to believe this tranquil area was the site of the bloodiest
battle of the Civil War with a combined tally of 22,717 casualties
on that one day.
Our tour guide told stories about the battle and the troops
from General Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia and those
of General George McClellan’s Army of the Potomac. We
learned about the evolution of field artillery and its pounding

effects on the troops. The battle was characterized by attacks
and counter attacks. Although Lee’s troops were outnumbered
three-to-one, they fought valiantly, and the battle’s victor was
tactically inconclusive.
We followed the tour guide in our Ghosts through the
park to a number of stops on the battlefield where he brought
the scene to life for us. We ended the tour at the battlefield’s
cemetery, just as it started to rain. We frantically put up our
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hood and pulled out our umbrella so we could listen to our
guide’s final words about the battle and the military cemetery.
The rain was a fitting end to signify the horrid battle that took
place on these grounds.
We headed back to the Bavarian Inn as the rain stopped
and the sun came back out for a wonderful afternoon. We
took the optional drive over to Harpers Ferry to visit the town.
Harpers Ferry is situated at the confluence of the Potomac and
Shenandoah Rivers. The town includes 19th century buildings, a
Civil War Museum and paths that wind through Harpers Ferry
National Historical Park.
The weather was perfect for most of the touring days. The
temperatures were mild, and the sun was out most of the days
for great top-down touring.
We ended the day with our restoration hour, celebrating
Lance Hultgren’s birthday and dinner at the Bavarian Inn.
Day 14 – Shepherdstown to Orange – 108 miles

This was our last day of touring and an easy drive back to
Orange for our closing dinner. We passed by Dinosaur Land on

the return trip and took the opportunity to take photos of the
Ghost with two giant dinosaurs out front. I posted a photo on
Facebook of me sitting in 67JH in front of the two dinosaurs.
The first response was from a friend that noted it was hard to
tell the difference between the prehistoric beasts, the old car
and driver. Note – now a former friend.
We crossed the Shenandoah River and entered the town of
Front Royal on the same day as a street festival. We continued
through the towns of Sperryville and Madison and were routed
by the entrance of Woodberry Forest. For those who had parked
their trailers at Woodberry, they drove in and loaded up before
heading to the Round Hill Inn for our closing dinner.
The weather on our final day was perfect and provided
another opportunity to meet on the patio of the hotel for
restoration hour. It was a jubilant crowd of weary travelers –
ready to return home and reluctant to leave friends.
Many thanks to Alex Joyce for serving as our host, master
of touring directions, finder of ‘Alex Roads’ and smiling friend.
It was a great tour!

Photo by Joan Hultgren

Our tour followed great roads through the Virginia
countryside that featured little traffic and great vistas.
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All photos Gil Fuqua except for Above left: photo by Carol Donovan

Top left: Carol Donovan with S106MK ready for the panorama
photo. Bill Kennedy takes the photo and later photoshops
himself into the picture.
Above left: Linda Suskin celebrated her birthday on the SGA
Virginia Tour and had a surprise visit from her sons Adam
(left) and Zaev (middle).
Top right: Sarah Rodhouse, Billy Hughes and Matt Armstrong
Middle right (upper): Gil Fuqua and Dominique Delbeke
Middle right (lower): Jim Armstrong and Twister Stroman
Bottom right: Penny Armstrong and Amy Petronis-Rand
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Photos by Gil Fuqua

Twister and Sue Stroman took the opportunity to ride in
another Ghost for the day tour through Antietam National
Battlefield.

Carol Donovan, Bill Kennedy, Nancy Barsotti and John
Leimkuehler enjoy restoration hour following a long day
of touring.

Wholly Ghost Tour 2021 – Virginia
Jim & Penny Armstrong
Matt Armstrong & Sarah Rodhouse
74AU 1924 Windovers Open Tourer
David & Scott Browne
286KG 1922 RRCCW Piccadilly Roadster
Alan & LaDel Clendenen
20UB 1914 Penny-Barker Tourer
John & Denise Dolan
60756 1908 Wilkinson Roi-des Belges
Gil Fuqua & Dominique Delbeke
67JH 1923 Pall Mall Tourer

Gilles Laviolette & Valerie Carew
342XH 1923 RRCCW Stratford Coupe
Jon & Aaron Leimkuehler, Nancy Barsotti
S168MK 1925 Playboy Roadster
Amy Petronis-Rand
49HG 1922 Replica Barker Tourer
Wendell Smith & Jan Yarbrough
S387RK 1925 RRCCW Buckingham Limousine
Twister & Sue Stroman
63AG 1921 Locke Open Tourer

Steve Moorman - rider

Danny & Linda Suskin
S175MK 1925 RRCCW Pall Mall

Kurt & Heather Furger
29LK 1923 Barker Style Tourer

Don Wathne
38MA 1914 Littin & Son Tourer

Dan & Roseann Gernatt
15LB 1914 Brewster Tourer

Billy Hughes - rider

Lance & Joan Hultgren
25AE 1920 Hooper Open Tourer
Gary & Sheryl Hunter
327KG 1923 New Haven Oxford Tourer
Alex Joyce
40PG 1922 H.J. Mulliner Torpedo Tourer
Bill Kennedy & Carol Donovan
S106MK 1925 RRCCW Tilbury Special

Doug & Mary White
S263PL 1926 RRCCW Special Salamanca
Billi Carey - rider
Mike & Nancy Ziegler
S210ML 1926 RRCCW Oxford Tourer
Karl Zoller & Marie Novak
S307PL 1926 Fleetwood Sports Tourer
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All photos by Gil Fuqua

Top left: Bill Kennedy with Wendell Smith and Jan Yarbrough

Top right: Mike and Nancy Ziegler

Mid left (upper): Jon Leimkuehler, Don Wathne and
Aaron Leimkuehler

Mid right (upper): Gilles Laviolette and Steve Moorman

Mid left (lower): Roseann and Dan Gernatt
Lower left: Marie Novak and Karl Zoller

Mid right (lower): John and Denise Dolan
Lower right: Sheryl and Gary Hunter
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All photos by Gil Fuqua

Top left: Valerie Carew & Gilles Laviolette

Mid right: Alan Clendenen and Billi Carey

Middle left Lance & Joan Hultgren

Lower right middle: Alex Joyce and Amy Petronis-Rand

Lower left: Dave Browne & Scott Browne

Lower right: Twister Stroman & LaDel Clendenen

Top right: Sarah Rodhouse and Matt Armstrong in front of antique
car mural at Mimslyn Inn.
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1925 ROLLS-ROYCE
SILVER GHOST TOWN CAR
Interesting Features: This automobile was and still is tops in
the “prestige field.” this vehible is believed to have been
ordered by Rudolph Valentino of the silent screen era.
Valentino passed away in 1926 and likely never took
possission of the Fleetwood-bodied town car. The body
paint was intentionally alligatored when new to create the
effect of a leather-covered body.
Horsepower: 40-50 HP; top speed 80 MPH
Motive Power: 6-cylinder, water-cooled, gasoline engine
Madin in: Springfield, Massachusetts
By: Rolls-Royce of America, Inc.
Original Cost: $12,209 (chassis only)

The Ghosts of Luray Caverns
Text and Photos by Gil Fuqua – TN
There may be ghosts lurking in the miles of underground
caverns at Luray, but they have two confirmed Silver Ghosts
topside at the Luray Car & Carriage Caravan Museum. The
museum was opened in 1957 by the former president of Luray
Caverns Corporation, H.T.N. Graves. His goal was to assemble
a collection deemed important to the history of travel. The
museum claims that their 1897 Benz Vis-à-vis is the oldest
auto in operating condition on display in the US.
The Luray collection’s two Springfield Silver Ghosts
include: 363-LF, a 1925 Pall Mall Tourer, and S391RK, a 1926
town car (left-hand drive chassis) with a body by Fleetwood
Metal Body Company.
363-LF was purchased by ‘Prince’ Serge Mdivani and his
wife Pola Negri, a film star residing in Beverly Hills. It is fitted

with front-wheel brakes, but the center part of the hub was
missing on the front wheels when we visited the museum.
S391RK’s Fleetwood body was painted black and is
“alligatored” to give the appearance of a leather-covered
body. S391RK was originally fitted with a Mayfair Town Car.
It was purchased by H.C. Heisler of New York City and later by
Rudolph Valentino. The Vintage Silver Ghost notes that S391RK
was delivered to H.C. Heisler in March 1926, so it must have
traded hands soon after delivery for Valentino to have owned it
prior to his death in August 1926. It is an interesting coincidence
that Pola Negri (363-LF) was reportedly Valentino’s lover until
the time of his death. She married Prince Mdivani about nine
months after Valentino’s death.
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Left: S391RK’s interior featuring left-hand drive and
center shifter on a late Springfield Silver Ghost chassis.
Middle left: The paint on S391RK was ‘alligatored’ to
give the appearance of a leather-covered body.
Below: 363-LF was fitted with a Pall Mall body and was
purchased new by Princess Mdivani, also known as film
star Pola Negri.

Above: Photos of Rudolph Valentino,
an early owner of S391RK, are
featured in the background of the
Luray exhibit.
Left: S391RK features a body by
Fleetwood in the Salamanca style.
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Technical Problems on the SGA Virginia Tour
By Doug White – NC

Most of the Silver Ghosts performed flawlessly on the SGA
Virginia Tour, but there were a few problems that were fixed on
the tour. All but one car completed the tour, and it was sidelined
due to a traffic accident.
Tire Issues

Several flat tires occurred. One was due to abrasion
of the inner tube by the ragged end of a torn flap and two
were the result of valve stem issues. Unfortunately, heavy
duty innertubes and flaps for the 7x21 tires are not currently
available. Persistent tire problems on one Ghost was due to
reusing old tubes. After all four tubes were replaced, the Ghost
proceeded without further issues.
Ply delamination occurred on several Universal 33x5 tires
requiring that they be taken out of service.
Brakes

On one Springfield Ghost, there was a problem with failure
of the left brake to fully release. Speculation was that this
might be the result of bending of the brake compensator shaft
due to impact from the overdrive unit. The failure to release
was remedied by installing return springs on the actuating
intermediate lever as a temporary expedient. It was suggested
that loosening the bolts holding the compensating shaft to the
chassis might unbind the unit but this was not tried.
Carburettor

One Ghost developed a marked loss of power. At first,
inadequate fuel delivery was suspected but removal of the float
bowl cover and reving the engine with the alignment plate in
place showed that the fuel level was remaining constant. The
next suspicion was that the high-speed jet was inoperative
due to clogging or to a stuck jet. Examination showed that the
return spring was intact. In the process, repeated lifting of the
low-speed jet while reving the engine resolved the problem
and engine performance returned to normal indicating that the
problem was due to blockage of the low-speed jet.

Steering

A Late Springfield Ghost retrofitted with the four-wheel
brake system from a Phantom I experienced increasingly
difficult steering. Installation of 600w oil into the kingpins
provided only marginal improvement. Motor oil was no better.
As a final resort, moly-grease was installed and provided
complete rectification of the problem.
When lubricating the kingpins, it is necessary to take the
load off the kingpins by jacking up the front axle to assure that
lubricant reaches the load bearing surfaces.
Oil Pressure Loss

Midway through the tour a low mileage late Springfield
Ghost experienced a sudden loss of oil pressure. The car had
just completed a refurbishment, including an upper engine
rebuild. When the drain plug was removed, thick sludge oozed
out. Removal of the oil sump plate showed that it was layered
with thick gooey sludge which was occluding the oil pickup
screen. This appears to have been the result of attempting a
non-invasive crankcase flush which evidently loosened up
accumulated sludge and with warm oil circulating, it allowed
the sludge to migrate to the pickup. Cleaning out the sump
and several changes with fresh oil resolved the issue for the
duration of the tour. This car was fitted with a full flow oil
filter; however, the sludge stopped up the pickup screen before
it could get to the oil filter. Note – periodically check the screen
in the sump, even if you have installed a full flow oil filter.
Accident

On one of the final days of the tour, an Early Ghost was
involved in a disabling accident due to a collision with a horse
trailer. This occurred on a narrow, winding, two-lane road.
Evidently, the oncoming trailer strayed over the center line into
the path of the Ghost. The Ghost had pulled as far to the right
as possible and slowed down but the protruding fender of the
trailer clipped the front wheel nut slamming it rearward. Due
to the low speeds involved, no one was injured. The Ghost was
flat-bedded on a roll-back to a local garage that specializes in
Rolls-Royces where it could be retrieved after the tour.
Overall, the excellent performance of the Silver Ghosts on
this tour is a testament to the good condition of the cars and
attentive maintenance by the owners.
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All photos Mary White

Top left: Tire troubles plagued a few cars on the Virginia Tour.
Doug White inspects his tires during a maintenance session.
Top right: Bill Kennedy replaced tubes in all four tires (at least
once) since new tubes were not available at the time of the
Virginia tour. Tires and tubes were on back order from a number
of vendors due to supply chain issues arising from the COVID
economy.
Bottom right: Doug White replaced a rear tire on his way to the
Virginia tour. Doug and Mary left Winston-Salem in S263PL for
a 250 mile run to start the tour in Orange, VA.
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Top right: Twister used several large springs
and wire to assist as a brake return to fix the
sticky brake.
Middle left: Dr. Doug White provides a second
opinion to Bill Kennedy regarding leaking tubes.

Photo: Gil Fuqua

Middle right: Bill Kennedy utilized the swimming
pool at the Round Hill Inn to look for leaks in
his tube.
Lower left: A Universal Tire failed on the
tour with a ply separation on the edge –
evidenced by the egg-shaped bulge in the
side of the tire wall.
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Photo: Doug White

Photo: Doug White
Photo: Gil Fuqua

Photo: Gil Fuqua

Top left: Several fellow SGA tourers pitched
in to help Twister Stroman with a rear brake that
was locked.

Left: Twister Stroman utilized two
large springs and wire to act as
a spring return for a rear brake
that was sticking. The on-the-road
repair provided trouble free braking
for the remainder of the tour.

Photo: Doug White

Photo: Doug White

Lower: Don Wathne’s 38MA was
side swiped by a horse trailer
on a winding road on his way to
Shepherdstown, WV. The trailer’s
fender just caught the wheel nut on
38MA that resulted in a bent front
axle. Don and his passenger were
not injured due to the slow speed
they were traveling at the time.
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The Vintage Silver Ghost
By Steve Hubbard
Book review by Gil Fuqua

Steve Hubbard’s name should be familiar to members of the
Silver Ghost Association. He has contributed numerous articles
to The Silver Ghost Tourer and served as a Director-at-Large
of the SGA. He recently completed a monumental book, The
Vintage Silver Ghost, that includes 1,536 pages of information
about the post-1918 Silver Ghosts, covering both British and
Springfield chassis.
Hubbard started his research in 1998 after he became
enthralled with Fasal and Goodman’s book on the pre-war
Silver Ghost, The Edwardian Rolls-Royce. In the first two
years he created the structure of the chassis production
series and sequences that formed the basis of what is now
Appendix I. He began to assemble information about the
post-war chassis in the early years and expanded his research
in 2013 after his retirement to encompass a broader view of
the post-war production.
After 23 years of research, Hubbard has self-published a
three-volume set about the post-war Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost.
Volume I is a presentation of the coachbuilder’s art on the
Silver Ghost chassis. It includes 468 full-page photographs

of coachwork by coachbuilders from England, the European
continent, America, Australia, and cars sent to India. It also
includes many period photos, like the interesting one of
Vladimir Lenin and his wife in the back of the Mann Egerton
Open Tourer on chassis 16-X.
The book includes brief histories and information about the
major coachbuilders for the post-war Silver Ghost, including
well-known British coachbuilders Barker, Hooper, Mulliner
and Park Ward, to lesser-known British coachbuilders like
Burnett & Reyner, Cubitts Engineering, Maltby’s Motor
Works and Marshalsea Bros. The book includes tables that
show the output of each coachbuilder. Barker was the dominant
coachbuilder for Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost chassis, followed
by Hooper, Windovers, and Park Ward – all producing
bodies for Silver Ghosts in treble digit numbers. The book
also features Paris coachbuilders such as Henry Binder,
Chapron and Kellner Freres, Labourdette and other European
coachbuilders including those from Sweden, Denmark,
Switzerland, Belgium and the Netherlands. There is a large
section on American coachbuilders and those of Australia.
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Volume I includes contemporary photos from the post-war
era along with modern era photos of surviving coachwork.
The book is printed in a landscape format to provide optimal
space for the large photos and additional room for the detailed
table of the chassis data in Volume III.
A brief history of the major coachbuilders of the post-war
era provides insight into their operations and their output on
the Silver Ghost chassis. The stories highlight the challenges
faced by the British coachbuilders in the post-war era with the
lack of materials, such as seasoned timber. In order to meet
demand for new cars, British coachbuilders used unseasoned
timber to construct the body frames. This resulted in squeaks
and rattles in the body as the timber dried out, with owners and
Rolls-Royce not pleased with the quality.
For Silver Ghosts enthusiasts, there has always been a debate
about the differences between the British built chassis and those
built in America. Which one was better? Hubbard’s research
uncovered a number of documents that show the differences
between the Derby chassis and the ones built in Springfield,
MA. He also highlights the extreme measures taken by Maurice

Olley, the Chief Engineer at the Springfield works, to ensure
that the Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost built in America had the
highest quality while also catering to the demanding taste of
the American buyer. Hubbard notes that the American bodies
were generally superior to the British-built bodies. This was
due to Rolls-Royce of America maintaining close control over
the coachbuilding process, unlike the British bodies that were
built by independent companies. The American coachworks
also had access to quality wood for framing.
Volume II includes the reference chapters covering the
evolution of the post-war Silver Ghost, the emergence of the
Springfield Silver Ghost, and cameo chapters covering unusual
cars, tours, owners, and Silver Ghost utility vehicles. It also
includes chapters about the many chassis options and indexes
to production modifications on British and Springfield chassis.
There is an index of first known owners, Rolls-Royce early
patents; The Guarantee; Tools, Toolsets and Spare Parts;
Sales Literature and Instruction Books, and a glossary of
coachbuilding terminology.
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There are many interesting stories like chassis
29-PK that was fitted with dual carburetors, or
2-AU that features a French body by MillionGuiet which was bought by Ettore Bugatti for
his wife. Could Bugatti have used his 1924 Silver
Ghost chassis as a basis for developing the Royale
that he introduced in 1927?
Hubbard noted that his favorite part of the
book includes the cameos of special Silver Ghosts
which tell the interesting stories of particular cars
and individuals. A favorite chapter is ‘High Life
on the French Riviera’ and favorite cars are Dr.
Pierre Boucard’s Labourdette Skiffs. Another
favorite cameo chapter was on the Donaldson
Buckingham Limousine, a very original car with
great photographs that are really special.
Volume III is an extensive appendix which
occupies the whole volume. It is a Register
of all the post-war Silver Ghost chassis listed
chronologically in order of build (both British
and American) and includes around 5,070 chassis.
It also includes an index of chassis number
sequences and dates of production. This allows
you to quickly find a chassis in the almost 500page Register. The introductory appendix to
Volume III explains the presentation of data in
the tables and sources for the data.
The Register includes the chassis number,
engine number, coachwork and coachbuilder, first
owner, and country of delivery. You can spend
hours poring over the list of chassis and reading the
notes. The listings also include subsequent bodies
on a chassis. The data reveal that six post-war
Silver Ghost chassis carried six different bodies
over their lifetime. The index includes a notation
on whether the chassis survived or was scrapped.
The massive index will be a quick reference to
check the provenance of a particular chassis and
determine whether Aunt Jane or Howard Hughes
was the first owner of a particular Silver Ghost
chassis and whether it is still around.
Much of Hubbard’s exhaustive research is
based on internal Rolls-Royce memoranda in
the archives of Henry Royce’s Experimental and
West Wittering files. The memoranda provide new
information about the Springfield works and the
evolution of the American chassis. Other resources
include the Schoellkopf cards and the ‘Territorial
Lists’ which refer to chassis sold in the USA, and
the Sales Cards and the Guarantee Book from the Conduit
Street showrooms which covered the sales of Derby chassis.
The Vintage Silver Ghost provides a lot of new information,
especially about Rolls-Royce’s expansion to America. Hubbard
noted that one of the most astonishing finds was memoranda
from Ernest Hives, Head of the Experimental Department,
about the Silver Ghost’s suitability for the American market.
Hives traveled to America in December 1920 with chassis

4-EX. He drove the car around 3,000 miles while in America
and concluded the Silver Ghost was unfit for purpose and for
sale in the US. This sent shock waves through the company up
to L.J. Belnap, Head of Rolls-Royce of America, and Henry
Royce and Claude Johnson in England. This was followed
by frantic efforts to re-engineer the Silver Ghost for use in
America. There is a lot more to this story that awaits the reader
of The Vintage Silver Ghost.
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Left: The Vintage Silver Ghost includes
an extensive index to production
modifications on the Springfield
chassis that are listed in date order.

If you own a post-war Silver Ghost, you will want to add this
three-volume set to your library since it includes information
about your car. If you want to learn more about Rolls-Royce and
the story of the Silver Ghost – The Best Car in the World – Steve
Hubbard’s new book will provide a lot of enjoyment as you
peruse the wonderful photos and insightful stories and study the
only complete register for the post-war Silver Ghost. The three
volumes are fitted in a black slip case. The Vintage Silver Ghost
is a limited-edition printing of only 400 books and is available
only from Steve Hubbard at https://vintagesilverghost.com/.
The price is £495.00 plus delivery.

Left: The Coachbuilder section of The
Vintage Silver Ghost includes fullpage photographs that feature many
different body styles from the various
coachbuilders, including a section on
American Coachbuilders.

Far left: The major coachbuilders on
the post-war Silver Ghost chassis
included Barker, Hooper, Mulliner and
Park Ward. The Vintage Silver Ghost
includes extensive photos from the
major coachbuilders including this
period photo of 53-CE with a Hooper
Phaeton body displayed at the MalayaBorneo Exhibition of 1922.
Left: Chassis modifications for Derby
chassis are outlined in detail with 30
pages devoted to this section of The
Vintage Silver Ghost.
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The Myth of Rolls-Royce Sealed Engines
By: David S. Morrison - CA

We have all heard the stories about Rolls-Royce engines being
sealed at the factory and never needing adjustment or repair.
Neither the owners nor their chauffeurs were allowed to adjust
or tinker with them. This myth may have been enhanced by
the fact that later Springfield cars had lead seals fitted to the
carburetor and the voltage regulator on their adjustment screws
in order to prevent tampering by unauthorized personnel. Over
time, this feature most likely grew into the legend that the
engines were sealed at the factory.

While I was hunting through the archives of the RREC
in England, I came across Standardization Sheet No. 27
(Figure 25) and the American General Arrangement (GA)
parts drawing, number A5039, (Figure 26) along with a cover
letter from the American factory to Derby concerning fitting
seals to the carburetor to prevent it being adjusted by anyone
other than the Company (Figure 24).
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The carburetor shown in Figure 27 has a new seal along
with the plate from RR admonishing everyone to keep their
hands off the carburetor adjustments. In another letter
concerning owners and the carburetor, Hives wrote to the
Board of Directors at Derby that, “all we want is for the
driver to wipe down the throttle piston, clean the air valve
occasionally and fill the engine with oil, otherwise we prefer
that they leave the thing alone.”
The wire and lead seal used is of the same type that is often
used to seal electricity meters on houses. To create the seal,
you have to make an embossing die first. Rather than have the
stamp engraved, I was able to find a backward letter punch with
a capital “R” embossed on it that had a font very similar, if not
exactly the same as the one in Part Drawing A-5039. It was then

simply a matter of stamping the intertwined R-R onto the end
of a bar of tool steel and then cutting a circle around the letters
on a lathe. The die then fits into a hand press (Figure 28) and
is used to crush and emboss the lead seals (Figure 29).
For those of you who have seen 328LF or 39BG on the
judging field, you will notice that the carburetor and voltage
regulator are sealed with these duplicates of the original RollsRoyce seals. There is a way of installing these seals on the
adjusting screws so that the carburetor appears to be sealed,
but in fact can still be adjusted by the owner. If anybody is
interested in having some seals like this made for their car, they
can send me the adjusting screws and I will press up a couple
of seals for them. These seals were never used at Derby as far
as I can ascertain.
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Stamp used to make die.
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For Sale
1924 Silver Ghost (55EU) RRCCW
Pall Mall tourer. Owned by Morris
Franklin for the last 24 years. Winner
of several RROC awards including most
silent Silver Ghost, Longest Distance
Driven to a Meet, First in Class Post
War Silver Ghost Touring over multiple
years. The car has been maintained over
the past 24 years by Morris and Steve
Littin of Vintage & Auto Rebuilds, Inc.
In the last 2 years the car had undergone a
carburetor rebuild, new clutch lining and
cardon shaft, sphere re-machined, major
engine work including fitting new rings/
valves and a complete engine inspection.
The car was prepared for the 2020/2021
SGA Ghost Tour. The car has been fitted
with an overdrive, and just recently new
fan blades have been added as well as 6
new Blockley tyres, magneto rebuilt and
4-wheel brakes cleaned and inspected.
All new fluids have been added. The
new owner will enjoy driving this
Ghost and hopefully carry on Morris’
legacy. $229,000. Pictures and details
available, www.vintagemotorcarsusa.
com. Contact Lee Wolff, email:lee@
vintagemotorcarsusa.com, phone:
216 496 9492

For Sale

For Sale

1924 Springfield Silver Ghost
266KF RRCCW Oxford Seven
Passenger Tourer. Dark green with
black fenders and bare aluminum
bonnet. Bought by the late Jim Toole
in ’91, rebuilt in 96, won RROC
Guerrero Award in ’99, Alpine Tour
2003 and many shows and tours along
the way. 4 speed with Gear Vendors
Overdrive, Front seat and door panels
re-upholstered. $175,000. More
pictures and details contact:
Jim Toole at cabstudio@earthlink.net.

1926 Silver Ghost Salamanca
S399RL, LHD, Gear Vendors
overdrive, Very well maintained, located
in California, $195,000. contact Mike
Adams mikesadams4@gmail.com or call
951.595.0153 for more information.

For Sale

For Sale
1921 Silver Ghost (109MG) Mann
Egerton Tourer, delivered new to P.
A. Tagore, of Calcutta, India. (original
photo available). Completed many
rallies in India before being purchased
in the U.S.A. reportedly in the 80s.It
was restored in the 90s and completed
several SGA tours since that time. It has
been carefully maintained. A successful
compression check was recently
completed. It was recently serviced
and is tour ready. A new top and tires
have been recently added. $239,500
Contact Lee Wolff 216 496 9492. email:
lee@vintagemotorcarsusa.
com,
photos
and
details
www.vintagemotorcarsusa.com
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1925 Silver Ghost Piccadilly Roadster
S100LK. The last right-hand drive vehicle
manufactured at the Springfield factory
includes a Merrimac body with rumble
seat, 4 speed with desirable 17x52 axle
ratio and original tools.
Owned by Bryan Jones for the last
24 years and professionally maintained
for touring. A very complete provenance
outlines the Ghost’s history and includes
past owner correspondence, photographs,
and detailed service records.
Recent maintenance includes a complete
inspection, new radiator core, carburetor
cleaning, valve adjustment and fluid
replacement.
Our Ghost is ready for a new owner to
take care of her and enjoy the 2022 touring
season. $260,000. Pictures and history
available. Please contact Drew Jones at
drew@mantadesign.com

67JH at Dinosaur Land in White Post, Va. The
roadside attraction features over 50 dinosaurs,
turning back the pages of time to the Mesozoic
era when Silver Ghosts first roamed the earth.

SGA Calendar 2022-2023
2022
Feb. 9-13

2023

Winter Fling – Palm Springs, CA
Registration is open on the SGA Website
Jon Leimkuehler and Nancy Barsotti – hosts
jonleim@yahoo.com

Aug 20 – Sept 2
Colorado SGA Tour
The tour will start and end in Littleton, CO,
near the Hagerty Support & Garage/Club
Facility. Twelve tour days with an expected
mileage of about 175 miles per day. Tour is
limited to 25 cars, 30 beds and 60 people.
Kurt Furger – Tour Host
kurtfurger@gmail.com

May 8-20 SGA Wholly Ghost Tour 2022
Tour of the Hoodoos
Utah tour of National Parks and Monuments
Alan and LaDel Clendenen–Tour Hosts
peerless48@aol.com
Sept 12-18 2022 RROC Vintage Tour
Hudson River Valley
Hub tour from Rhinebeck, NY in the
Hudson Valley. Tour is open to all pre-war
WWII Rolls-Royce and Bentley cars. Must
be a member of the RROC to participate in
the Vintage Tour. Mary White – Tour Host
mcwhite@triad.rr.com
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